DECISION MAKING MADE EASY

Simplified Property Selection from Solana Empowered

Once you’ve narrowed your search and identified possibilities for your temporary housing, it’s time to make some decisions. Thanks to the easy, intuitive Solana Empowered process, gathering quotes and booking a property is as easy as clicking your mouse.

Request Quotes

Request pricing from multiple properties and compare quotes side-by-side with a clear picture of agreement terms. Solana Empowered’s experts handle the hard work of contacting suppliers and following up on requests, helping you get the best value possible on your temporary living.

Total Visibility

Compare quotes side-by-side in a centralized platform and always have a clear understanding of what’s included in each proposal. Easily share property details with talent and any other stakeholders involved in temporary housing, and control exactly what you choose to share.

Direct Booking

Since every aspect of your housing agreement is managed directly through Solana Empowered, you never have to wonder about next steps. When you’ve chosen a property, easily accept the quote with one click, set up your check-in, and make payments directly through the platform.

Take control of your temporary living with everything you need to make a well-informed decision.

The smart solution for temporary housing

Schedule a Demo:
www.solanaempowered.com
813-241-2540